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A b s t r a c t 

Using a recoil corrected version of the MIT bag model, we compute the 
relevant form factors and decay rates for the exclusive seinileplonic decays 
11 — l)t i't. and 11 -~ D'rp,.. Our results are similar to other quark model 
calculations, hut we find that, the D~ mode is suppressed clue to the inlluence 
i:f the spectator quark. The D'\ produred are almost unpolarized in this 
model. 

1 Introduction 
The semiloptonic decays of D mesons are important for several reasons. Most 
importantly, the measured decay rates and lopton spectra of these processes 
probably give us the best information to determine the V„(, and \,~i «dements 
of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix [1]. Vuj is of particular importance 
since \'„i, must be nonzero if CP-violation is to be explained within the Standard 
Model. Also, a precise determination of the KM matrix elements is necessary in 
order to test the unitarity of the KM matrix, thereby providing indirect informa
tion a.bout a possible fourth generation of quarks. Another reason for studying 
these processes, is that they give us information on strong interaction dynamics. 
Since the leptouic part of the interaction is believed to be well understood, the 
somileptonic processes give us direct insight into the structure of the hadronic 
current. Thus they can also be used to test phenonienological models for the 
strong interactions. 

To calculate decay rates for exclusive semileptonic decay modes, one must 
somehow include confinement effects that describe the initial mid final bound 
state mesons. Since such bound state effects are clearly beyond the reach of 
porturbativo QCD (and indeed, the very applicability of perturbative QCD to 
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exclusive processes has been called into question {'-])• one is at present forced 
to make model assumptions for these effects. In order to extract KM matrix 
elements from measured exclusive decay rates, one needs theoretical input in the 
form of theoretically calculated form factor effects. Consequently, the extracted 
values for the KM elements will depend on the particular confinement model 
chosen for the form factor effects, in addition to the uncertainty stemming from 
uncertainty in the measured decay rates. 

An alternative way to determine the KM elements has been to use the mea
sured inclusive semileptonic decay rates, and assume that the inclusive rate can 
be calculated in the spectator model as a free quark decay. This is the way i'+ 
is conventionally determined (see e.g. [3]). But this approach also has its uncer
tainties. For b —> cc~l', one may question the validity of the spectator model, 
since both theory and experiment seem to indicate that this process is dominated 
by a few exclusive hadronic channels. In addition, T(b —> r) ~ ml in this model, 
thus being sensitive to the choice for the b quark mass. 

!'„(, (or more precisely |I'„(,/1 i-i>|) can be obtained by fitting the end-point 
lepton spectrum in inclusive semileptonic D decay as a superposition of b —* u 
and b —> c transitions. Again the result depends on the theoretical predictions 
for this end-point spectrum, and Isgur et al. [4] in particular have advocated 
strongly that such predictions require an understanding of the non-perturbative 
effects that bind the (marks into hadrons. 

In the absence of reliable calculations based on first principles in QCD 
which may come in the future when lattice calculations become more refined 
it is therefore of interest to consider different types of confinement models in 
order to get an estimate for this theoretical uncertainty in the KM elements. It 
is with this in mind that the present paper has been written. 

We limit ourselves to the two exclusive semilcptonic b —> c modes D —> D<~'i>, 
and D —* D'i~i'r. The branching ratio for the exclusive mode B° —> D'~i+i> 
has been measured by the ARGUS collaboration [5], obtaining a result that is 
roughly half the inclusive seinilcptonic rate. In addition, both CLEO [G] and 
ARGUS [7] have measured the polarization of the .D"'s produced in the D —* D' 
decay, obtaining somewhat conflicting results. This polarization is important 
since it can be used to put constraints on the different confinement models used 
in the computation of the decay rates [8,9], 

As a theoretical model we shall apply the MIT bag model [10], with recoil 
corrections amended (11.12), to compute the relevant form factors. Previously 
[12,13], we have applied bag models to the scmileptonic decays of stnuige hyper-
ous, showing that the experimental data on these processes (decay rates, axial 
to vector coupling ratio etc.) can be described by such models. In addition, we 
showed that the Lorentz-frame dependence of the results — which is inherent in 
calculations treating both hadrons as being at rest — can be brought down to 
an acceptable level when recoil effects are properly included. These results have 
encouraged us to extend the calculations to the decays of heavier hadrons also. 
Moreover, we have the advantage that wc can make explicit use of the recoil cor 
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rccted Sachs fonn factor expressions previously computed in baryon decay [12). 
in the meaonic decays B —• D and B —• D', which saves us some work. 

In the recoil corrected bag model there arc two types of rclativistic effects. 
Firstly, the quarks inside the bag are treated relativistically (obeying the Dirnc 
equation inside the bag), aud secondly the whole bag is Lorent/.-boosted. In our 
previous calculations of the decays of light hypcrons [12,13], the first effect is 
important (since the quarks are light and move relativistically inside the bag), 
while the second effect is of less importance (since the mass difference is small in 
those decays, giving a small recoil). In h —* c decays we have the opposite case. 
Here the /; and c quarks can certainly be treated nonrelativistically as a good 
approximation. On the other hand the momentum transfer q can be of the same 
order of magnitude as ?r)# and m/j, thus making recoil corrections potentially 
large. A reliable calculation of form factors in B decays must therefore take this 
Lorentz covariance into account, as emphasized by Golowich et al. [14]. 

Even the relativistic motion of quarks inside the bag turns out to be of some 
importance. The relativistic corrections to the h and r quarks participating in 
the weak interaction are small. But in this model the light (relativistic) spectator 
quark will indirectly modify the wave function of the heavy (b or c) quark through 
the colour-magnetic interaction, which is essentially a spin-spin interaction. The 
colour-magnetic contribution to the bag energy will be different in the D and 
D' mesons due to the different spin couplings, leading to different bag radii for 
D and £>", in turn giving a somewhat different wave function for the r quark 
depending on whether it belongs to a D or D" meson. The end result of this is 
that the decay rate for B —> D' will be reduced relative to B —> D. 

The calculated decay rate depends on two model dependent factors: the wave 
Junction mismatch due to the difference between the wave functions of the incom
ing and outgoing quarks participating in the weak decay, and the q2-dependence 
of the form factors. Since the b and c quarks are heavy, their wave functions are 
not very sensitive to the particular choices for the quark masses, so that tin1 mis
match due to the difference in quark mass will be small. Consequently, the wave 
function mismatch for B —* D will be small. For B —> D" on the other hand, the 
above-mentioned mismatch due to the spectator quark will be important. The 
t (= q') dependence of the form factors is important for the decay rates, due to 
the large phase space available in these decays. No experimental measurements 
have been made of the t dependence in these decays, so we arc forced to make 
assumptions. In principle, not only the wave function mismatch but also the / 
dependence should be calculable within the given quark model. In practice, we 
shall have to make additional assumptions for the / dependence. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the relevant form factors 
for the decays, ;uid gives the frame dependent — and model independent 
relations between the covariant form factors and the so-called Sachs form factors. 
In sect. 3 we give the bag model expressions for these Sachs form factors, and in 
sect. 4 we give all the numerical results for the form factors and decay rates. 
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2 Meson Form Factors 
Only tlic vector par t contr ibutes to matr ix elements of the weak current opera tor 
between pseudoscalar s ta tes |A/) unci \M'), and they must have the general f o r n 

{M'(P')\./;,'' \M(P)) = -^== \f+u) (Pl, + P't) + f.{t) (Pl, - / / ) ] . (i) 

t = q2 = (p — p')~ is the fo tu-momentum transfer squared, and m and in' the 
masses of M and A/' respectively. The l/('2\/mni') normalizat ion constant en
sures tha t / + ( 0 ) = 1 for the corresponding electromagnetic current . To compute 
these form factors in quark models, it is useful to write the mat r ix e lements in a 
different form, using so-called Sachs form factors. Since k is the only kinematical 
quant i ty at our disposal, we must, have 

(M'\J™\M) = Gotf2) 

(M'\ J 1 1 ' |Jl/} cm t-
(2a) 

(2b) 
?n + m' 

T h e relation between these two sets of form factors is frame dependent . 
Choosing the same modified Dreit frame that we have used previously [12], when 
the two mesons have opposi te velocities {VM> = — j7A,), we find 

m + t»' 
/+(',„) fid 

iGa + G,}. 

(3a) 

(31.) 
'2\/mm' 

t,,, = (in — in')2 is the maximum m o m e n t u m transfer and fi = (nt — in')/(in + ?;/'). 
Performing the same algebra in the eentre-of-mass (CM) frame where the 

meson M is at rest, wo find 

/+(<„.) [Go - *G a] (4a) 

f-[tm) [G„ + G2\ (41>) 

For the t ransi t ion A/ —»• M~, where A/" is a vector meson resonance, bo th 
the vector and axial vector current opera tors contr ibute . T h e mat r ix element of 
the vector current must have the form 

(M-{j/,e)\Vv\M(P)) 
g 

-^l,paf"(P + p'Y'(P -P'Y (5) 
'mm'm + 7n' 

where eJt is the polarizat ion vector. We use the Bjorken and Drell [15] convention 
for the Levi-Civita tensor: f0i2:i = 1. The mat r ix element of the axial current is 
similarly described by three form factors: 

{M-[P',e)\A,l\M(p)) = 

., / : [ /( '" + m>„ + " + ,f • lip + p). + "" / • lip - ;/)„] (G) 
2\/mm' L ' " + "> "i + <n' J 
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Note that our definition for the M —* M' form factors differs by a factor m + in' 
from that used in e.g. [4,9], since we use dimensionless form factors. 

Again we introduce Sachs form factors: 

(M-\ J,} \M) = G0 

(M-\./' |Jl/) = 

(M'\JfW = 
111 + 1)}' 

in + m' 

i k x ?H ——; k 

(M'\JA\M) = / / , ?+ # 2 

(777 + n i ' ) 2 

7)1 + 77l' 

-k k • f*. 

(7a) 

(71)) 

(8a) 

(Sb) 

Taking the matrix element of the corresponding quark level operator between 
the spin-0 and spin-l (/(/ states \M) and |M"), Go <uitl G-j will automatically be 
zero. Performing the same type of algebra once more, we find in (our modified) 
Breit frame for the vector form factor 

77/ -f- 7 / l ' 

and for the axial form factors 

2 V 771 771' 
/ ( ' •„) = 771 + 7?*' •ffi 

Similarly we find in CM frame: 

g(tm) = \ — G 

(0) 

(10a) 

(101.) 

(10c) 

(11) 

2 v 7 7 7 ) 7 l ' 

777 + 777' 
(as in Brcit frame] 

»+('„.) = ^^T \-mnHa - \(m + T,i')2Hl + 7„ridH2 ni'm' L 2 

« - ( ' „ • ) ^ [ - n . ^ o + i j m ' - n , ' 3 ^ . - , , , " ^ ] . 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

3 Bag Model Calculation 
Let us now turn to our specific model for calculating these matrix elements. 
Details of the calculation can be obtaired from our previous paper (12). In bag 
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models, the same matrix elements arc given by the Fourier transform of the 
corresponding quark current [11,1C]: 

(:U'|./,!''(</)|.w> = i;.„ (A/'| / lfrc-'k-%,(fj)lll(i - 1;,)V;(f.i)\.M)\ (i3i 

(i is bere the time), ly , is the appropriate element of the KM matrix. i.\, and 
ø,i are now the boosted quark spinors for the quarks q and q' participating in 
the interaction. The corresponding ground state quark spinor corresponding to 
a spherical bag at rest is given as 

r - ' £ V0( ;?_ , . ) 114) 

where F and C are proportional to the spherical Bessel functions / n and j \ 
respectively. \ v is a Pauli spiuor and 9 is the step function at the bag surface. 
As mentioned iu the previous section, if M and M' both are spin-0 pseudoscalar 
states only the vector part of the quark current will contribute. 

For the pseudoscalar —> pscudoscalar transitions wc expand (13) in powers of 
k = \k\ in the same Lorentz frame where (3) or (4) were derived. Comparing with 
(2), we then find the Sachs form factors Gu and Gi expressed in terms of integrals 
over quark wave functions, and expanded in powers of k2. The same procedure 
is carried out for the pseudoscalar —* vector transitions (such as D —> D'). Since 
recoil corrections are included, also the boosted wave functions t.-,r i.y will in 
general depend on k. The main difference between our previous calculation [12] 
and the present, is that here we have omitted explicit contributions from the 
spectator quark. Note also that since ri+ and «_ depend on the Sachs form 
factor H'2, they require terms of order k2 in order to be evaluated. To estimate 
a+ and «_ reiiably, one therefore has to include relativistic (recoil) corrections, 
as pointed out in [9,14], 

We get the following results in Breit frame at / = tm for pseudoscalar —» 
pseudoscalar transitions [12]: 

G»' = Å' (lua) 

G? = -UHrl (15b) 

and for pseudoscalar —> vector transitions: 

G f = gA + farf' dCn) 
#„ B r = -fad (1Gb) 
Hf' = gA ;iGc) 

Tin' ba£ integrals in these expressions ran be written as 

N - J,Pf\F;,F, + G;,G,] ( i 7a ) 

?(r.0 = 

G 



u = /rf^[J7.F, - ic;,G, (171.) 

I' = - i ( m + n i ' ) y f / ¥ r [ F ; , G , + G;,F,] (17c) 

d = i (7 , i+» , ' ) | r f¥ r [F ; ,G , -G; ,F ,1 (17d) 

£ = (m+m1)2 JdJ?r2Gm

q,G, (17c) 

and 
A r = 1 _ ^ - % , ( 1 8 ) 

7(1 + 77(' 
where F 7 is the eigeucnergy of quark //. For massless quarks £^ ~ 2.04/7^ where 
/? is the bag radius. For heavy (fc,c) quarks EH ~ m„, and /̂ Hr becomes small. 

Numerical values for these integrals are given in the next section. But note 
that for the h —> c transitions we are interested in here, the lower (rclativistic) 
component G,(r) will be small since the relativistic corrections to the /) and c 
(mark wave functions arc small. Therefore we expect N ~ y,\, and the other 
integrals to be small. N is essentially the normalization integral, and would be 
unity if v , = '/','• 

The similar CM frame results can be obtained from [12], with the above-
mentioned modification that we do not include explicit contributions from the 
spectator quark. 

If we take the nonrelativistic limit of these integrals (that is, set G,, = G,,> = 
0), and also set F, = F,', the Dreit and CM frame expressions at t = /,„ become 
identical, and they both simplify to 

" ' + '" ' (19a) 

(19b) 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(2()d) 

This result for a + agrees with the covariant calculation of Golowich et al. [14], 
as it should. Equations (19) and (20) arc also in good numerical agreement 
with the results of [9], despite that they did not include relativistic corrections. 
Numerically, our full expressions are also quite close to the nonrclativistic limits 
(19,20), as we shall see in the next section. The main difference will be that 
Ft ^ F c for D —> D", which will reduce the absolute values as compared to (20). 

m + rn 
<l = • 

2vmm' 
f = 

2\/mm' 
f = 

ui + m 
m + 771' 

•+ - 2\/mm' 
-- -a+. 



Table 1: Bag integrals for B -* D,D\ 

N gA ft d B 
B -* D 0.9S5 0.954 1.214 0.534 5.G19 
B -» D- 0.800 0.787 0.754 -0.071 2.843 

Notice that the expansion of (13) is an expansion in k', and not in / = ql 

as one would expect from a purely covariant calculation. This is an impor tant 
dist inction since it means t ha t we expand around the point with max imum t, 
'm = ( ' " — >"')', corresponding to k = 0. The wave function mismatch will 
therefore be computed at ( = („, and not a t t = 0. Th is is the case in other 
quark model calculations as well (e.g. [4,9,14,17]). In principle, (13) should give 
ns not only the form factors at / = (,„, bu t also their / dependence, so thai we 
could compute the form factors for the whole kinematical region / = 0 to / -- /„,. 
However, for the b —> r t ransi t ions the m o m e n t u m transfer k becomes large 
for small t, so that higher orders in this expansion paramete r will lie needed. 
In [12] we found tha t the boost corrections could not lie calculated reliably 
beyond lowest order in k2 (which was sufficient for the hyperon decays). When 
comput ing decay rates , we shall therefore have to make further assumpt ions for 
the / dependence of the form factors, and take the bag model results at. / = (,„ 
only. 

4 Numerical Results 
In the following computa t ions we use the measured masses for the mesons: oip = 
l .S7GeY, /!//>• = 2.01GeV and m# = 5.27GcV [3]. To compute the form factors, 
we must fix the paramete rs of the bag model . T h e mass and radius of the bag are 
as usual de termined by minimizing the bag energy with respect to radius. We use 
the s t anda rd pa ramete r s of the M I T bag [10J: For the bag constant B'ft = 0.145 
GeV, Zo = 1.84, the s t rong coupling as = 2.2, and mu — rtij = 0 for the light 
(mark masses. These pa ramete r s reproduce well the s ta t ic propert ies (masses, 
magnet ic momen t s etc.) as well as the weak scmileptonic decay pa rame te r s of the 
light baryon octe t . For the charmed quark we have chosen the value of 711.. which 
within the M I T model reproduces the mass of the A+ baryon, in,- = l.G25GeV. 
This value also gives a good fit to the charmed mesons we are interested in 
here: m„ = l.SOGeV and mD. = 2.04GeV [18]. For the It quark we choose 
rrij = S.OSGeV, which reproduces the mass of the B meson, in» = 5.27GeV. 
For the corresponding bag radii we find (all in un i t s of G e V - ' ) : Iin = 2.77, 
/ ?» . = 4 . 1 G and RB = 2.88. 

T h e bag integrals are determined by the quark masses and bag radii only, 
and are given in Table 1. The integrals gA, ft and B are not needed for B —> D 

they are included here only for comparison with B —» D'. We find A : ~ f/,\ as 
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Table 2: Form factors for B -> D,D' at 1 = t, 
B - • D 

h I-
Æ-> D-

(j f u+ a. 

Nonrelativistic» 

Drcit frame 

CM frame 

1.137 -0.542 
1.122 -0.536 
1.117 -0.525 

1.118 0.894 -1.118 1.118 
0.917 0.704 -0.894 0.907 
0.93C 0.704 -0.901 0.919 

Trom (1S,VD). 

predicted. But observe also tha t the integrals fi and (I which would he zero 

in the nonrelat ivist ic limit an? still qui te large. However, since fi and (/ are 

multiplied by the small re ta rda t ion factor fi&r, these terms can be neglected in 

the expressions for the fonn factors. 

Note tha t we have used qui te different radii for D and D'. As ment ioned in 

the in t roduct ion , the difference in radius between the D and D' mesons is due 

to the colour-magnetic interact ion between the quarks . In the bag integrals we 

compute overlaps of two wave functions belonging to bags of different size. We 

then always integrate up to the smallest of the two radii. Since each quark wave 

function is normalized within the volume of its own bag, we get then effectively 

a wave function mismatch , in addit ion to the mismatch coming from the use of 

different quark masses in the two wave functions. For the transi t ion B —> D' this 

difference in size is in fact more impor tan t than the difference in mass . This is 

i l lustrated in the mismatch integral A r in Table 1. If the two wave functions are 

equal, this is jus t the normalizat ion integral: N = 1. In the B —» D t ransi t ion, N 

is close to uni ty since the bag radii of B and D are almost equal , and because the 

quark wave functions are nearly independent of the quark masses for sufficiently 

heavy qiuu'ks. This result is in agreement with the calculation by Altoniari and 

Wolfeustein [9], which was based on the assumption of flavour independence of 

the quark-binding potent ial . However, for B —* D' the same integral is reduced 

by 20% due to the difference in size between B and D~. T h e decay ra te will lie 

reduced correspondingly as we shall sec. 

Since the h quark wave function is qui te insensitive to the choice for the h 

quark mass , the bag integrals — and thereby the decay ra tes — do not depend 

much on the par t icular choice for nit,. This is in contras t to free quark decays, 

where the decay ra te depends critically on the quark mass. 

T h e form factors for B —> D and B —> D' are given in Table 2. For B - i D , 

the bag results (when recoil effects arc included) are close to the nonrclat ivist ic 

results (19,20), as expected. For B —» D", the nonrelativist ic values are larger 

than the bag values, mainly due to the size mismatch discussed above. Note also 

the small frame dependence between the Dreit and CM frame values. If we had 

neglected recoil corrections al together , t h e frame dependence would typically be 

of the same order of magn i tude as the form factors themselves. Recoil corrections 

are therefore necessary in realistic calculations of these form factors. 

In order to compute decay -ates we must now decide upon which t dependence 
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to use ni the form factors. The conventional choice- ha.s been to assume vector 
meson dominance, so that the form factors will have a pole form. E.g.. for f±. 

S±(t) f±l< = Q) 
i - t/.\p 

(21) 

where A/ is the mass of the lowest ./ = 1 " resommce of the A/A/ ' sys tem. In 
B decays nothing is known experimentally about the / dependence of the form 
factors. T h e most, similar decay where the i dependence has been measured, is 
in the D° —» K~i + i/r t ransi t ion [19], The Dal iU plot distr ibution was used to 
ext rac t the; / dependence for the relevmit / + form factor. Assuming the pole form 
(21), their result was (within e r r o r ) consistent with the vector meson prediction 
A7 = M,,y • 

We shall also assume the pole form (21), but we shall obta in the mass A/ in 
two different ways-. 

1. Assume vector meson dominance. Tha t is. we compute the form factors 
at / = /,„ in the bag model, and take the 1 dependence from vector meson 
dominance , using (21). Then , taking f± as an example . 

f±(t = 0) = / ± ( < „ . ) • ( l - (m - m')2/M2) . (22) 

Since the . / ' ' = 1" he resonance corresponding to M ha:; not yet been found 
experimental ly, we use the bag model prediction for it. Wi th the same bag 
pa ramete r s as previously we find via- — G.52GeV. We also assume that till 
form factors have the same / dependence. 

Assume a pole form, but take At from bag calculations. Wi th boost cor
rect ions we can write, again with /± as an example, 

/±(*-) = /±( ' - = ()) + 
k2 

(m + in')'- /!' • oa-*) (23) 

where bo th f±(k = 0) and / ± are expressed in terms of bag integrals. T h e 
second order terms in the Sachs form factors, which are needed in / } " ' . can 
be obta ined from [12]. Expanding (21) to order k2, and comp; ring, we find 

M2 (m + ni'Y 
1± 

(24) 

Numerically, we find that all form factors except / have approximately the 
same / dependence (for r ~ tm) corresponding to a pole mass A/ ~ 7. IGeV. 
For / the 1 dependence obta ined in this way tu rns out to be negligible 
(corresponding to a pole mass of some GO GeV). 

Concerning the second choice, we should remark that obta ining the k2 part of 
the form factors requires higher orders in the k' expansion of (13) (in principle. 
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Table 3: Decay rates f = r / | V c t | 2 (xlO^sec" ') for B -> D,Dm using the Breit 
frame form factors of table 2. 'Non-rel.' means the form factors in (19,20). (1J 
and (2) denote the two choices for the t dependence discussed in the text. 

B ->D 
r 

B-»£>-
rv ft r T o t. vL/rr 

Non-rel. (1) 
Non-rcl. (2) 
Bag (1) 
Bag (2) 

1.15 
1.25 
1.12 
1.22 

1.17 1.03 2.19 0.88 
1.48 1.73 3.20 1.17 
0.73 0.63 1.36 0.86 
0.92 1.06 1.98 1.15 

we need terms up to k4 for <i±). As we commented in [12], such higher order 
corrections should be regarded with some caution. Nevertheless we note that the 
two alternatives lead to quite similar results for the t dependence (except for the 
/ form factor). 

Both these choices for the pole mass lead to an almost linear t dependence 
within the kincmatical range for b —> c transitions, and the decay rates would 
change by 10% at most, if a linear t dependence had been used instead. On the 
other hand, if we neglect the t dependence completely and assume constant form 
factors, the decay rates will typically increase by 50%. 

A third alternative for the t dependence would be to ignore boost corrections 
altogether, and assume that all t dependence is given by the exp(— ik • r) term in 
the Fourier transform (13). With this assumption, the ( (or k) dependence can 
in principle be treated to all orders. However, this choice gives decay rates that 
are far too small to be realistic, and will not be used here. 

The decay rates corresponding to the form factors in Table 2 arc given in Table 
3. Explicit expressions for the differential decay rate, expressed as function of 
the form factors, can be found elsewhere [9]. 

The main difference between the bag calculation and the nonrclativistic re
sult is the suppression by tJ.e bag of the D" mode relative to D (given the same t 
dependence), so that the decay rates for D and D" become comparable in mag
nitude. This is in contrast to other calculations [ 4 .9 ,17 ,20 - 24] which predict 
that the D' mode should dominate — typically, T(B -> D')jT{B -> D) ~ 3 in 
these calculations — in approximate agreement with the nonrelativistir result in 
Table 3. The reason for this suppression of the B —> D' mode is, as mentioned 
above, the strong mismatch we found between the B and D' mesons. Using the 
second choice for the t dependence, tin's suppression is partially compensated by 
the small t dependence we found for the / form factor. 

We may also compare the results of Table 3 with the spectator quark model. 
With the same quark masses, mc = 1.625 GeV and mj = 5.08 GcV, the spectator 
model would give T(b —> cc~i>c)/\Vct,\2 = 5.6 x 1 0 , 3 a - 1 . If we take this number 
(which is sensitive to the choice for mi) as an estimate for the inclusive rate, the 
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bag model calculations predict that, the D and D' modes constitute roughly half 
the inclusive rate. 

The branching ratio for the exclusive mode B° —» D'~l+vi has been measured 
by the ARGUS collaboration [5]. Assuming electron-muon universality they 
obtained Br(£° -> D-e+u) = Br(i? 0 - • D'~ft+v) = (7.0 ± 1.2 ± 1.9)%. If we 
combine this number with the measured lifetime Tg = 13.1ij'3 x 1 0 - u ^ [3], we get 
for the decay rate (assuming that rBo = TB±): r(B° —» D"c+v) = 5.3 x 1 0 1 0 s - 1 . 
We may then combine this numbei' with values for ryai.(B —> D') from table 
3, to obtain estimates for \Vcb\. Taking f = 1.98 X 1 0 1 3 s - 1 from the 'Bag (2)' 
entry, we get \Vct\ = 0.05, which is close to the values obtained by combining the 
measured inclusive rate with the spectator model (see e.g. Particle Data Group 
[3]), or with the nonrelativistic quark model of Isgur et al. [4]. But again we 
emphasize the model dependence of the result. 

We also see from Table 3 that for B —> D* Tj ~ Tf,, so that the Z5"'s produced 
are almost unpolarized. This is in agreement with other theoretical calculations 
[4,9,21], and it is also in good agreement with a recent measurement of the D' po
larization by the ARGUS collaboration [7] which obtained FL/rT = 0.S5 ± 0.45. 
We have also compared our results with a measurement by the CLEO collab
oration [6]. Their result corresponds to a large predominance of longitudinally 
polarized D"s in this decay. We are not able to reproduce this result. When 
we apply their kinematical cuts in our computation of the decay rates, the ratio 
TI/TT will in fact be reduced to something of the order 0.4-0.5. We can see no 
mechanism within our model that would give such a strong enhancement of the 
longitudinal component as the CLEO result implies. Altomari and Wolfenstcin 
[9] have pointed out that the polarization is sensitive to the value of the a + form 
factor, since a+ contributes to the longitudinal component Ti only. But by in
cluding recoil effects, we feel that wc have a fairly reliable calculation of a+ — 
as indicated by ike small frame dependence — and wc cannot sec what effect 
would give the large and positive value of a+ that would be required in order to 
reproduce the CLEO result. The mismatch effect between B and D" discussed 
previously, only affects the total rate and not the polarization. Clearly, it is 
important to resolve this polarization problem (if there is a problem), since it. 
tests the reliability of the theoretical models used to compute decay rates. Note 
also that the two choices for the f dependence give slightly different results for 
^1,/^T- The small enhancement of the longitudinell component with the second 
choice is due to the small i dependence used for the / form factor. 

5 Summary 
We have used a recoil corrected version of the MIT bag model to compute the 
relevant form factors and decay rates for the two exclusive b —> c decay modes 
B —t Dt~v and B —» D~c~i>. As a check on the Lorentz-frame dependence, the 
form factors were computed in two different Lorentz frames a.t t = tm. With 
recoil corrections included the frame dependence turns out to be small. We 
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therefore think that within this model we have a fairly reliable calculation of 
the form factors, including the a+ form factor which is difficult to evaluate in 
nonrelativistic quark models since it involves terms of order k2. 

With these values for the form factors and a conventional pole foim for the 
t dependence, we have computed the decay rates. We find that, due to the 
influence of the spectator quark, the rates to D and D" are of roughly the same 
magnitude. This is in some contrast to other quark model calculations which 
predict that the D' mode should dominate. In particular, Voloshin and Shifman 
[22] have showed that in a certain limit for the heavy 6 and r. quark masses, there 
is an exact and calculable duality between the quark- and meson-level description 
of the b —* c scmileptonic decays. In this limit the width for b —* cc~uc would be 
completely saturated by the D and D' channels, and with the ratio 1:3. That 
is, 25% of the decays would be to D and 75% to D~. Recently, Isgur [23] has 
argued that in real b —» c decays deviations from this result should be small. If 
this is the case, that would reduce the model dependence in the extraction of Vcb 
from experiment. 

A measurement of the branching ratio for the exclusive mode B —* Dlv\ as 
well, would be very important. It would probably give us a more reliable value for 
Vct, since the theoretical uncertainties are smaller for this mode. The decay rate 
for B —* Dcuc depends only on one form factor (/+), and the mismatch is likely 
to be small, so that the only major uncertainty would be the t dependence of this 
form factor. In addition, such a measurement could give us clues as to whether 
the suppression of the D' mode is merely an artifact of the bag model and its 
treatment of the binding of the qq system, or a more general feature reflecting 
that the spectator quark through spin interactions can have a significant impact 
on the decays of the heavy-flavoured mesons. More precise measurements of the? 
branching ratios for both the D and D' modes would also tell us to what extent 
the inclusive scmileptonic rate is saturated by these two modes only, and to what 
extent the Voloshiu-Shifman limit [22] is applicable to these decays. 
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